Driving Directions to OIP

Do not enter our mailing address on Google or a GPS device for directions; they are not accurate.

From Highway 8 East:
- Exit College Ave
- Stay in the right most lane; follow signs to College South
- Turn right at the first light - onto Canyon (CYN) CREST
- Follow road as it curves to the left and eventually travels up a long hill
- Turn left at the stop sign at the top of the hill
- Proceed up a small hill that curves to the right
- Turn right into Parking Structure 8; follow ramp up one level
- Half way up the ramp look for SP 170 (painted on the floor)
- Once you have parked, exit the garage to your right, up the ramp
- OIP is located in the six story building on the left, first entrance, room 173
- Please pick up a parking permit for your car immediately to avoid receiving a ticket*

*Parking is available through prior arrangement only.